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Abstract
This paper discusses the phonological behaviour of nasal segments in English loanwords in the
Kelantan dialect of Malay. It has largely been discussed in previous Malay studies that nasal segments in
words are finally deleted, as in /ikan/ → [ikɛ] ‘fish’ and /jalan/ →[dʒalɛ] ‘road’. The claims made by
previous studies however cannot entirely hold for English words borrowed by the dialect. Based on
previous data from Shapri (1980), this paper will show that some of the loanwords obey the grammar in
that some nasal segments in word-final position are deleted and some are not. The obedience to
grammar can be seen in words like ‘attendant’ [itandɛ] and ‘go astern’ [gostɛ]. Meanwhile, violation of the
grammar can be seen in English words like ‘canteen’, ‘agreement’, ‘accident’ and ‘cufflink’, which are
realised as [kɛtɛŋ], [ɛgremiŋ], [eɁsiden] and [kaflin], respectively, when they are borrowed by the dialect.
How obedience and violation occur with loanwords will be accounted for in this paper by adopting a
constraint-based analysis, Optimality theory.
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EL COMPORTAMIENTO FONOLÓGICO DEL SEGMENTO NASAL EN EL DIALECTO KELANTAN
Resumen
Este artículo discute el comportamiento fonológico de los segmentos nasales en los préstamos
ingleses en el dialecto kelantan de Malasia. En estudios malayos anteriores se ha discutido en gran
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medida que los segmentos nasales en palabras se eliminan finalmente, como en /ikan/ → [ikɛ] ‘pez’ y
/jalan/ → [dʒalɛ] ‘carretera’. Sin embargo, las afirmaciones de estudios previos no se pueden mantener
por completo para las palabras inglesas prestadas al dialecto. Basándose en los datos anteriores de Shapri
(1980), este artículo mostrará que algunas de los préstamos obedecen a la gramática en que algunos
segmentos nasales en posición final de palabra se eliminan y otros no. La obediencia a la gramática puede
observarse en palabras como attendant ‘asistente’ [itandɛ] y go astern ‘ir a popa’ [gostɛ]. Mientras, la
violación de la gramática puede observarse en palabras inglesas como canteen ‘cantina’, agreement
‘acuerdo’, accident ‘accidente’ y cufflink ‘mancuernas’, que se realizan respectivamente como [kɛtɛŋ],
[ɛgremiŋ], [eɁsiden] y [kaflin], cuando son tomadas por el dialecto. En este artículo se dará cuenta de
cómo se produce la obediencia y la violación en los préstamos se contabilizará mediante un análisis
basado en restricciones, la teoría de la optimidad.

Palabras clave
teoría de la optimidad, dialecto Kelantan de Malasia, segmento nasal, préstamo del inglés

1. Introduction
Borrowing words from other languages is a common phenomenon in all natural
languages. It has been broadly discussed by linguists who have studied loanwords in
various subfields of linguistics, such as sociolinguistics, dialectology, phonology and
morphology. In the world of phonology, with the rise of constraint-based analysis like
Optimality theory, loanwords have received much formal attention from phonologists
focusing more on the theoretical aspect of loanwords. There are some substantial
works, such as Silverman (1992), Kenstowicz (2001; 2005), Broselow (2003), Yip (2002;
2006), Hwei-lin (2009), Mahmood et al. (2011).
In Malay, loanwords have also received much attention from linguists, e.g. Nik
Safiah (1985), Ajid (1994), Hashim (1974), Farid (1980) and many others. It should be
highlighted here that those previous works only discussed loanwords in a very
descriptive way. No theoretical explanation is given in those analyses. Among the works
mentioned above, none of them discusses the phonological aspect of the loanwords
they examine. Thus this paper intends to offer a theoretical analysis to account for
English loanwords in one of the Malay dialects i.e. the Kelantan dialect. By adopting
constraint-based analysis called Optimality theory (henceforth, OT), this paper will
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discuss the phonological aspect of the dialect by focusing on nasal segments in wordfinal position in English loanwords.
It has long been claimed in previous studies that nasal deletion is always applied in
the dialect when there is a final nasal segment in the word (e.g. Farid 1980, Ajid 1994
and others). In this analysis of English loanwords in the Kelantan dialect, this
phonological requirement will be examined to see whether it also applies to loanwords.
Besides this, other phonological aspects related to the aforementioned issue will also be
discussed in this paper, e.g. vowel nasalisation.
In what follows, we discuss what has been done in previous Malay studies. This is
then followed by a description of the theoretical framework used in the analysis and of
OT analysis. A final section concludes the paper.

2. Previous analyses on nasal segments in Kelantan dialect
There are a number of previous Malay studies of the Kelantan dialect of Malay.
Some substantial works are Nik Safiah (1985), Ajid (1994), Hashim (1974) and Farid
(1980). The works mentioned above paid attention to the phonological system of the
dialect which relates to the study i.e. nasal segments occupying the coda position of a
syllable. It should however be mentioned that these studies do not offer any theoretical
discussion in their analyses. The discussion of nasal segments is thus purely descriptive.
Nik Safiah (1985) claimed in her study that the dialect does not allow all
consonants to surface in word-final position. She claims further that only hard palate
and velar nasals, /ɲ/ and /ŋ/ respectively, as well as glottal stop /Ɂ/, are allowed to
emerge at word-final position in the dialect. Farid (1980: 73) also discussed the
occurrence of nasal segments at word-final position in Kelantan dialect. He claims that
the Kelantan dialect deletes nasal segments in word-final position. In the dialect
therefore we can see that words like ʤuliŋ ‘cross-eye’, ikan ‘fish’ and kətam ‘crab’ are
pronounced as [ʤulĩ⌢], [ikɛ] and [kətɛ], respectively.
Similar to Farid (1980), Ajid (1994) also claims that the nasal segment at this
morphological domain is deleted, while the vowel preceding the nasal segment gets a
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nasal feature which then becomes a nasalised vowel. The process of vowel nasalisation
can clearly be seen in the following examples:
Input

/malam/

/ʤalan/

/udaŋ/

Ascent of vocal

malɛm

ʤalɛn

udɛŋ

Nasalized vowel

malɛm

ʤalɛn

udɛŋ

malɛ

ʤalɛ

udɛ͂

[malɛ]

[ʤalɛ]

[udɛ]

Deletion of final nasal
Output

Table 1. Nasal Word-Final Position (from Ajid 1994)

In the analysis, Ajid (1994) also highlights that the vowel which precedes a nasal
segment is somehow not nasalised. The following examples given by Ajid (1994) show
that the vowel [ɛ] in words [ikɛ], [siɛ] and [siɛ] are not nasalised. Why they are not
nasalised has however been left unexplained.
Input

/ikan/

/siaŋ/

/siam/

Ascent of Vocal

ikɛn

siɛŋ

siɛm

Nasalized vowel

-

-

-

ikɛ

siɛ

siɛ

[ikɛ]

[siɛ]

[siɛ]

Deletion of Final Nasal
Output

Table 2. Nasal Word-Final Position (from Ajid 1994)

The studies discussed above, i.e. Ajid (1994) and Farid (1980), confirm that the
phonological system of the Kelantan dialect does not prefer a nasal segment to emerge
at word-final position. The segment thus undergoes deletion. In Nik Safiah’s analysis on
the other hand, it is claimed that only two types of nasal segments, i.e. /ɲ/ and /ŋ/, are
allowed to be in this morphological domain.
Thus, in this study, we intend to examine this phonological restriction on English
loanwords in Kelantan dialect. There are two questions that this paper seeks to answer.
First, are English loanwords ending with nasal segments subject to the same
phonological restriction as that imposed on native words, whereby the nasal segment at
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the end of a word is deleted? Second, is there any type of nasal segment that emerges
in word-final position in the dialect as well as the two i.e. /ɲ/ and /ŋ/ claimed by Nik
Safiah (1985)? In order to analyse how nasal segments in word-final position behave
when English words are borrowed by the Kelantan dialect, data from a previous study by
Shapri (1980) are used.

3. Theoretical framework: Optimality theory
In order to analyse the issue described above, a phonological theory, i.e.
Optimality theory (henceforth, OT) which was proposed by Prince & Smolensky (1993,
2004), is adopted in this study. The central idea of OT is that a grammar is a hierarchical
ranking of well-formedness constraints which are specified in the Universal Grammar
(UG). Individual grammars are constructed by imposing a language-particular ranking on
those well-formedness constraints.
There are five basic tenets highlighted in OT which are summarized below (from
McCarthy & Prince 1994: 335):
Universality

UG provides a set of constraints that are universal. The constraints are
universally present in all grammars.

Violability

Constraints are violable, but the violation must be minimal.

Ranking

The constraints of Con are ranked on a language-particular basis. The
minimal violation is defined in terms of this ranking.

Inclusiveness

The constraints hierarchy evaluates a set of candidates that are admitted by
very general considerations of structural well-formedness.

Parallelism

The best satisfaction of the constraints hierarchy is evaluated over the
whole hierarchy and the whole candidate set. There is no serial
derivation.

Table 3. Five basic tenets of OT
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In OT, the actual output of the underlying form is selected from a large set of
potential surface forms called candidates. The selection of candidates is based on wellformedness constraint-system evaluation. The representational structure of a grammar
in OT can be summarised as follows (McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1994):
GEN (in) = {cand 1, cand 2, ….}
EVAL ({cand 1, cand 2, ….})
The function of GEN (short for generator) will generate a large set of possible
candidates (surface representation) from each input (underlying representation). The
function of EVAL (short for evaluator) will evaluate the well-formedness of the possible
candidates generated by GEN. The candidate which best satisfies, or minimally violates
the constraints in a hierarchy is termed as the optimal or most harmonic output, and
constitutes the actual surface form in the language. The best output is evaluated by a
set of constraints which is ranked hierarchically in a grammar. This set of constraints
ranking is represented in a constraint tableau, as illustrated below. There are some
useful conventions to be found in the constraint tableau. Constraints in OT are
represented from left to right, where the leftmost side is the highest-ranking constraint,
which should be highly obeyed. Potential candidates are listed in vertical order.
Violation of a constraint is marked by ‘*’, while constraint satisfaction is unmarked. The
violation of a constraint which is accompanied by an exclamation mark, ‘!’, indicates a
fatal violation. The optimal output is shown by a pointing finger ‘F’.
/Input/ → [cand1], A >> B

/Input/

A

a.F[candidate]
b. [candidate]

B
*

*!

In the above tableau, the suboptimal candidate (b) is ruled out as it fatally violates
constraint A. Candidate (a), which violates the lower-ranking constraint B, is the optimal
output. The violation of constraint B, however, is not significant anymore since the
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winner has already been determined. In OT, the remaining lower-ranking constraint
becomes irrelevant once a winner emerges. The violation of constraints after that does
not affect its grammaticality.

4. OT Analysis
In this section, we are going to discuss how a nasal segment occupying the coda
position of a syllable is actually treated when English words are borrowed by the
Kelantan dialect. As was discussed above, previous studies merely focused on Malay
words. None of them has discussed English loanwords or any other languages in the
Kelantan dialect of Malay. The studies therefore lack some important findings that
should also be discussed when examining the phonological system of the dialect. It
ought to be mentioned when considering English loanwords that nasal segments in
word-final position in Kelantan dialect exhibit two different phonological behaviours,
i.e.: (1) the segment undergoes deletion; (2) the segment does not undergo deletion,
whereby another type of nasal segment emerges in word-final position.
We now discuss the first phonological behaviour found from the data, i.e. a nasal
segment undergoes deletion. Deletion of the nasal causes the vowel preceding the nasal
to be nasalised. This supports what Farid (1980) and Ajid (1994) claimed regarding nasal
deletion in word-final position in the dialect, as discussed above. We exemplify the
following relevant examples from Shapri (1980):
English loanwords

In Kelantan dialect

Attendant

itandɛ

Go astern

gostɛ

Table 4. Nasal deletion and nasalisation vowel in word-final position

The relevant constraint for English loanwords in Kelantan dialect:
DEP-IO: Output segments must have input correspondents (no epenthesis) (Kager
1999).
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CODA COND: A coda can contain place features only when these are
simultaneously

associated with a syllable position outside the coda. (Itô & Mester

1994)
MAX-IO: Input segments must have output correspondents (no deletion) (Kager
1999).
Non-high : Non-high vowels are dispreferred everywhere (Crosswhite 2000: 10).
*Vnas : Assign one violation mark for every nasalized vowel (McCarthy 2008)
In what follows, we establish an OT tableau to account for the word [ʤalɛ].
/ʤalan/

DEP-IO

CODA

Non-high

MAX-IO

*Vnas

COND
a. ʤalan

*!

b. ʤala
c. ʤalanə
d.F ʤal

**
**!

*!

*

***
*

*!

*

It is clear from the above tableau that the nasal-final consonant in /ʤalan/ is
deleted. The markedness constraint in the ranking, i.e. CODA COND, penalises a place
nasal segment which occupies the coda position in the syllable. This constraint rules out
candidate (a) with a nasal segment in the coda position of the second syllable. Candidate
(c) is ruled out by the faithfulness constraint DEP-IO since the epenthesis vowel is one of
the strategies to prevent the nasal segment from occupying the coda syllable. Candidate
(b), which violates the non-high constraint twice as the vowel [a], emerges twice in the
word. Therefore this candidate is ruled out. Candidate (d), which violates the lowranked constraint i.e. MAX-IO, thus emerges as the winner.
We have seen the first phonological behaviour of the nasal segment in word-final
position in the dialect, i.e. the nasal segment undergoes deletion while the vowel before
the nasal is nasalised. Now, we come to examine the phonological behaviour of the
nasal segment in the Kelantan dialect, i.e. from the English loanwords data. The nasal
segment in this morphological domain, i.e. the final nasal, does not undergo deletion,
thus another type of nasal segment emerges. Before we offer an OT account for this, let
us look at some relevant examples from Shapri (1980):
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English loanwords

In Kelantan dialect

accident

eɁsiden

ball pen

bolpeːn

ceiling

sɛlen

company

kɔpenin

cufflink

kaflein

guardroom

gaɁroːn

machine gun

meseiŋ gɛn

peon

pijuːn

second-hand

sɛkeŋhɛn

statement

steɁmin

Table 5. Nasal segment in word-final position

The English loanwords data presented above clearly show that nasal segments in
word final position are retained in Kelantan dialect. In OT, the markedness and
faithfulness constraints are ranked in a particular manner. In loanwords phonology, the
ranking for loans can differ from the native words in terms of the ranking of faithfulness
constraints. This is called loan-sensitive faithfulness constraints output-output (O-O)
constraints. To deal with the undeleted nasal segment in word-final position in English
loanwords in the Kelantan dialect, an O-O faithfulness constraint needs to be considered
in the constraint ranking, as the output of the English words is the input for the native
words. Below, I briefly illustrate a model for loanwords adaptations in the dialect:

Graphic 1. Model of English Loanwords Adaptation in the Kelantan dialect
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There are three different ways that can be identified that correspond to loanword
adaptation (see Kenstowicz 2005). One which is relevant to the issue under discussion is
by ranking a relevant O-O-faithfulness constraint above the markedness constraint(s) in
the constraint ranking that enforces the phonotactic (ibid.) of the Kelantan dialect: OOIDENT[F] >> M >> IO-IDENT[F]. In this analysis, the relevant OO-Faithfulness that should
be considered in the ranking is MAX-OO. Below, we establish the tableau for the English
loanwords /kanti:n/.
/kantiːn/

MAX-

DEP-

CODA

Non-

OO

IO

COND

high

*!

*

a.F kanti:n
b. kanti

*!

*

c. kantɛ᷈

*!

*

d. kantinə

*!

MAX-IO

*Vnas

*

**

5. Conclusion
The discussion above shows that by considering English loanwords in the Kelantan
dialect of Malay, the phonological requirement imposed on native words is not fully
obeyed. It is observed that the native phonological requirement that is nasal segment
which is always deleted in word-final position in the dialect could not be satisfied in
English loanwords. The data reveal that an alveolar nasal emerges on the surface,
whereas the dialect disfavours the occurrence of it at word-final position.
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